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Consideration of Irma’s precipitation with respect to upper ocean salinity 

stratification measured by ALAMO floats 

 

Precipitation-induced salinity contributions from Irma are examined for the time period 

before Irma’s eye passage over the ALAMO floats (2017090516Z) using ALAMO 

observations, pre-storm satellite sea surface salinity data, a pre-storm ARGO float, and 

one-dimensional ocean mixed layer model simulations.  

 

 

Text S1 

 

Table 2 in the main text indicates that the SSS averaged over the ALAMO floats before the 

eyewall passage at 2017090516Z was 33.9 psu and increased to 34.1 psu during RI when 

Irma’s eyewall passed over the floats. This indicates that horizontal advection and/or 

upwelling of saltier waters is influencing the SSS response more so than freshening from 

precipitation. Looking at each individual float’s SSS (Table A1), there is a unanimous 

increase in SSS across the floats between the pre- and in-storm periods.  

.  

 

Float Location on 

5 Sep 2017 

Pre-storm SSS 

between 8Z-10Z 

In-Storm SSS 

between 16Z-17Z 

ΔSSS between pre-

storm and in-storm 

9126 16.22°N, 58.50°W 33.40 33.40 0 

9127 16.45°N, 58.52°W 33.21 33.27 +0.06 

9129 16.70°N, 58.50°W 33.29 33.35 +0.06 

9134  17.21°N, 58.50°W 33.84 33.94 +0.10 

9137 17.47°N, 58.52°W 34.20 34.57 +0.37 

9140 17.72°N, 58.52°W 34.94 35.09 +0.15 

9143 17.95°N,58.52°W 34.60 34.99 +0.39 

 

Table S1. ALAMO float number, float location, pre-storm and in-storm sea surface 

salinity (SSS) values (psu), and the difference between pre-storm and in-storm sea 

surface salinity. Positive difference indicates an increase in SSS. 

 

Text S2 

Since the “pre-storm” period is relative to the passage of the eyewall and still could include 

the influence of outer rain bands, sea surface salinity (SSS) is also acquired from satellite  

(using the European Space Agency’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) product 

outlined in section 2.2) at the ALAMO locations in Table A1. Note that the line of ALAMO 

floats were deployed along a longitudinal cross-section, which makes the comparison to a 

gridded satellite product straightforward. Satellite SSS is acquired for the 10-day 

composite period of Aug 19-28 2017, before Irma’s outer rain bands interfere with the 
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region (Table A2). The differences between satellite SSS and ALAMO SSS (Table A2) 

shows that SSS actually becomes saltier by the time Irma approaches (as shown in the 

ALAMO float mean values), indicating that upper ocean processes are more dominant in 

the SSS response in a majority of the floats rather than freshening from precipitation. Floats 

9127 and 9129 have a slight decrease in SSS in this period, indicating precipitations’ 

influence on SSS.  

 

Float SMOS Latitude SSS ΔSSS 

9126 16.25°N 33.34 +0.06 

9127 16.50°N 33.30 -0.09 

9129 16.75°N 33.33 -0.04 

9134 17.25°N 33.72 +0.12 

9137 17.50°N 33.83 +0.37 

9140 17.75°N 34.05 +0.89 

9143 18.00°N 34.47 +0.13 

 

Table S2. Sea surface salinity (SSS, psu) acquired for locations to the closest quarter-

degree to the ALAMO float locations in Table A1. ΔSSS is equal to the difference between 

the ALAMO float SSS for the pre-storm time listed in Table A1 at the corresponding 

location and the SSS listed in this table. Positive (negative) values indicate an increase 

(decrease) in SSS as Irma approached the floats. 

 

Text S3 

Since satellite data only provides the surface values of salinity and not the 

subsurface structure, Figure S1 shows vertical temperature, salinity, and Brunt-Vaisala 

frequency profiles from a separate ARGO float (Argo, 2000) that was approximately 

300km south of where the ALAMO floats were deployed. This float was within the 

Amazon-Orinoco River plume, given the fresh surface waters (34 psu) and location 

(13.96ºN, 59.15ºW). These profiles were measured approximately 1 week prior 

(20170828) to Irma’s passage. The Brunt-Vaisala frequency profile has a similar location 

of peak stability (~19m) compared to the 2017090509Z profile from ALAMO float 9134 

in Figure 6c. The ILD measured by this float is ~ 4m shallower whereas the MLDs are the 

same (20m). This is further indication that the pre-existing salinity stratification observed 

by the ALAMO floats is from the river plume rather than heavy precipitation.  
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Figure S1. Vertical temperature, salinity, and Brunt-Vaisala (BV) frequency profiles 

observed 1 week prior to Irma’s passage (20170828) from an ARGO float located at 

13.96ºN, 59.15ºW. These profiles are approximately 300 km south and 60 km west of 

where ALAMO floats referenced in the main text were deployed. 

 

Text S4 

Lastly, two different one-dimensional mixed layer model experiments using the 

Price-Weller-Pinkel (1DPWP, Price et al., 1986) are run to characterize how much 

precipitation influences upper ocean salinity before Irma’s eye passage. The initial 

temperature and salinity profiles (for time=0hr) are from the 2017090509Z profiles 

observed by ALAMO float 9134 (Figure 6a,b). All radiation and heat fluxes are set to 0 

(QSW = QLW = QL = QS = 0) to identify just the change from precipitation and not include 

evaporation. For simplicity, the 10m wind speed chosen to estimate wind stress (τ) is set 

to Vmax at 2017090512Z (~80 ms-1, Table 1). The Donelan et al. (2018) drag coefficient is 

used to estimate τ. The x- and y- component of wind stress (τx and τy, respectively) used in 

1DPWP are set equal such that = √𝜏𝑥2 + 𝜏𝑦2 . The precipitation rate used in the control 

experiment (Exp1) is obtained from the Global Precipitation Measurement IMERG 

precipitation product (10 km, 30min resolution, Huffman et al., 2014). Over the period of 

8 hours leading up to Irma’s eye passage at 2017090516Z, the average precipitation rate 

was 2.9 mm/hr. However, before (2017090511Z) and after (2017090519Z) Irma’s passage 

over the float area, the maximum rain rate within the eyewall region was approximately 
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~50 mm/hr. This was also confirmed with a separate rain rate product (NOAA DMSP-F17) 

at https://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/tc-bin/tc_home2.cgi.The simulations are run out for 6 

hours since there are 6 hours between ALAMO float 9134 first observation (2017090509Z) 

and Irma’s eye passage where SST variations to air-sea fluxes are important. 

 

For comparison, a secondary experiment (Exp2) where all variables are the same 

as Exp1 except for a rain rate equal to 50 mm/hr was also run to understand the influence 

of precipitation on salinity response in the upper 20m. Figure S2 shows that for a heavy 

precipitation rate, there is a minor influence on salinity response in the upper ocean 

compared to the pre-existing salinity structure in place. The maximum difference in the 

upper 20m of the ocean between Exp1 and Exp2 for a 6 hour simulation is approximately 

0.1 psu. 

 

The entirety of the analyses from above make a compelling argument that the pre-

storm salinity gradient observed in ALAMO float 9134 (2017090509Z, Figure 6b) is 

mainly from a pre-existing salinity gradient from the Amazon-Orinoco River plume rather 

than a precipitation-induced fresh water lens from Irma’s outer rain bands.  

 

 
 

Figure S2. Vertical temperature, salinity, and Brunt-Vaisala (BV) frequency profiles 

from 1DPWP simulations for Exp1 (solid lines) and Exp2 (dashed lines). Vertical 

temperature and salinity profiles at time=0hr (initial profiles) are from ALAMO float 

9134 at time 2017090509Z (Figure 6a, b). 
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Boundary layer recovery estimate using trajectories from objective analysis  

 

Text S5 

 

Past literature has used several different methods to estimate the change of 

equivalent potential temperature (E) within the atmospheric boundary layer along a 

trajectory. Molinari et al. (2013) first presented to set of equations to estimate 
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
 from 

flight level data. Zhang et al. (2013) used 50m variables from dropsondes to estimate 
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
 . 

Zhang et al. (2017) and Wadler et al. (2018) used 10m variables to estimate 
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
 . Wadler 

et al. (2018) also estimated trajectories in a more complex way, compared to the former 

studies, by using an objective analysis (OA)  to grid the 10m observations and estimating 

an average 
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
 along a trajectory. 

 

In an attempt to create a range of possible 
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
  for this study, we utilize a technique 

similar to Wadler et al. (2018) and use OA to regrid irregularly spaced dropsonde data to a 

regular grid and estimate  
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
  along a prescribed trajectory in addition to the simple 

approach already mentioned in the main text. Note that the only difference between the 

simple approach outlined in the main text for estimating  
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
  and this method is how 

𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
 

is averaged to obtain a rate for pre-RI and RI.  The simple approach averages all of the 

dropsonde point estimates of  
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
  within 1Rmax from the USR to DSR for pre-RI and 

USL to DSR for RI. This OA method takes the irregularly gridded estimates of  
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
  from 

dropsonde data and maps it to a regular grid of 0.125 Rmax grid spacing (Figure S3). Then, 

the values of  
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
  are then averaged from the USR to DSR for pre-RI and USL to DSR for 

RI where Rmax = 1. This method increases the amount of sample points that are averaged 

but includes inherent error of the interpolation used in the objective mapping algorithm. 

The simple approach has its own inherent errors such that the average is limited to the 

amount of dropsondes within each quadrant but there are no interpolation errors. 

 

Using the data presented in Figure S3 with the OA method, the rate of change of E 

for the pre-RI period is 0. 77 K hr-1 averaged along the trajectory from the USR to DSR 

whereas the rate of change of E for the RI period is 4.94 K hr-1 averaged along the 

trajectory from the USL to DSR. 
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Figure S3. The rate of change of equivalent potential temperature (
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
, Eqn 10) in units of 

K hr-1 for the (a) pre-RI period and (b) RI period that is estimated at every dropsonde point 

and objectively mapped with a grid spacing of 0.125Rmax (shading). White circles indicate 

an ideal parcel trajectory at radius = 1Rmax from USL to DSR. 
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
 is averaged along this 

ideal trajectory to get a mean 
𝑑𝜃𝐸

𝑑𝑡
  for a parcel. Green filled circle indicates where averaging 

along the trajectory starts and red filled circle indicates were averaging along the trajectory 

stops.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


